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Love people and places
People and places need each other to thrive. We care for 
nature, beauty and history for everyone, for ever.  
We care about places and nature for people. We inspire people 
through our knowledge, enthusiasm and actions. We work 
together to bring places to life for people. We champion the 
variety of places and the people who connect with them.

Welcome everyone
We are for everyone. We play a positive role locally and 
nationally connecting and inspiring people. 
We are understanding and respectful. We are curious and learn 
from others. We collaborate, proactively considering different 
perspectives. We are welcoming and value difference.

Think now and for ever
Be part of creating a lasting legacy for the future by 
valuing what we have, embracing change and moving 
forward. 
We respect and learn from the past to inform the decisions we 
make today. We embrace change and think creatively so we're 
always relevant. We act responsibly and sustainably, avoiding 
waste. We consider the impact of everything we do on people, the 
planet and our financial health.

Make it happen
We move forward with purpose and focus, always aiming 
to simplify and improve. 
We act efficiently to keep it simple. We deliver great service and 
quality. We prioritise effectively and own our actions. We lead 
where we should, and support where we can.
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Line management:

Area of impact:
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	What you will deliver: ensuring our visitors have a great experience
	Its about: Delivering an exceptional experience to all our visitors. Having a sincere interest in our visitors, their motivations, their mindset, and their personal context when they visit. Taking the time to understand all of our visitors ensuring they are getting what they want and need from their visit, and in the way they want it.
	Its about_3: Being an excellent team player helping to create a great place for your colleagues (staff and volunteers) to work in. Contributing to the achievement of set targets, communicating key messages to visitors and achieving our objective of providing the best possible experience. Flexibility to support any aspect of the property/portfolio operation as required.
	undefined_3: service recovery
	Its about_4: Being accountable, exercising judgement, and taking actions when the experience hasn't met visitor expectations. Taking informed and measured decisions, owning the problem, and resolving it on the day.
	undefined_4: growing support
	Its about_5: Helping to promote events, offers, products, and the benefits of actively supporting the National Trust in a way most appropriate to that visitor's needs.  Linking this to our conservation purpose and striving to be efficient, ensuring cost effectiveness at all times 
	Its about_6: Ensuring the arrival and visitor journey are presented to an agreed standard so that our visitors enjoy a welcoming environment. Ensuring any displays are up to date and that facilities are tidy. Taking great pride in ensuring the place is looking at its very best for everyone.
	Role profile for a: Welcome & Service Assistant
	Grade: 10
	KSE: Curious about other people - can demonstrate an empathic, understanding and adaptable approach to different people's needs, with a passion to deliver highest standards of customer careEnjoys being in a busy visitor-facing role, meeting different people, and providing help Customer service experience dealing with the public in face to face situations in visitor business, hospitality, sales or other relevant environment.Proven experience of working to measurable targets.Able to handle complaints and difficult visitor situations, showing initiative and following complaints handling procedures.Good team worker. Flexible and adaptable, and willing to grow experience and skillset across several different operational aspects of the property/portfolioBoth customer and results focused. Proven self-motivator with an ability to work with varying and rapidly changing pressures.Numerate with experience of cash handling and understanding reports.Skilled listener with great people skills, enabling strong working relationships with those in your team and across the property.Empathy with aims of the National Trust, with genuine interest and knowledge of the work of the Trust. Ability to work alongside volunteers.Knowledge of relevant Health and Safety procedures.Strong written and verbal communication skills. Well organised and able to work with minimal supervision.Good IT skills (Microsoft Office)
	Job Title of line manager: This role could report to the Welcome Manager or any operational management role within the property group
	Financial responsibility: No direct budget responsibility
	Line management: No line management responsibility. Responsible for contributing towards effective team working with staff and volunteers within the property/portfolio.
	Area of impact: Team Member of the Welcome team with day to day responsibility for delivering exceptional service to all visitors to help grow support for the National Trust. Flexible to work across several areas of the operation, and may be required to work across a number of sites in the portfolio. Our visitors contribute significantly in terms of both income and support for the National Trust, alongside public benefit delivered by access to our places. 
	Nature of impact: Direct impact on the quality and nature of the visitor experience for all visitors interacted with. Working closely, collaboratively and flexibly with volunteers and other operational teams. Direct impact on commercial performance (admissions, membership, fundraising) and influences customer service performance and measures.
	Internal/External relationships: Interacts with staff, volunteers and line management based at the property. Key relationship with visitors
	Author: Ian Oxley
	Approved: Ian Oxley
	Checked: Sharon Jamieson
	Evaluated: Cons ready 23/07/2020
	DD: 23
	MM: 07
	YYYY: 2020
	Its about_2: Ensuring that you and others comply with the Trust's processes and procedures in order to minimise risk to the public, staff, volunteers and contractors. You will be alert to and manage risks including cash handling processes ensuring compliance with relevant legislation and National Trust instructions.
	You will be responsible for: The Welcome & Service Assistant is responsible for delivering an exceptional experience to all audiences, helping each visitor enjoy their day in the way they want to. Everyone should feel welcomed, appreciated and more engaged as a consequence of the service and welcome you provide. You will treat each visitor as an individual and tailor your conversation to their needs, helping them find what interests them based on an extensive knowledge of your property and the wider National Trust network.  Motivated by achieving targets, you'll actively promote ways to support the Trust. Flexible across all aspects of the property/portfolio offer, you will be involved in different aspects of the visitor experience, supporting events and group visits as appropriate, delivering outstanding customer service to visitors.
	undefined_5: standards of presentation
	undefined_2: great teamwork
	undefined: working safely and securely
	Organisational Area: Operations


